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ELECTIONS UNDERWAY 
---- ·---- ------·--··-
Ashmore to Leave 
for Marquette; 
Students Call 
for Rec.onsideration 
B,y MIK~~ HENSON, News Edilor-ln··Cfo.~ef 
Final Dll:y for Voting 
By DENNIS A. REPENNING, News Managlne Editor 
Today marks the final day of elections for all votes In the race are Bill Me-
Student Council offices. The main bout in the ballot- Donough-Kevln England, Dave 
battle pits Tim Burke-"Panky" Goulet against Fred Helny-Bill Mangold, and Ron 
Moenlng-Charles Quinn. Running Green-Dave Dube for the offices of Student Body for Ienior representative offices are 
President and Vice-President. Bill Lochner, Bill Buzek, Bob 
Gorin, Ralph Wataon. .. and Tom Elections previously were held 
·Dr. Robert Ashmore, Assistant next year. in the final month of the school 
open from 10:30 .to 2, and from 
4:30 to 6:00 P.M. this afternoon. Sheedy. 
Professor of PhUosophy and last They sent the petition to Dr. year, but Council, largely through 
year's Alpha ,Sigma Nu Teacher Ashmore and then forwarded a the work of incumbent president 
of the Year, quietly announced this copy of the petition to the President Beaupre, moved the voting date up 
week his decision to leavehisteach- of the University, Fr. Schmidt, and ·in order to ease administrative 
ing post at Xavier for another at members of the Committee on Rank transition. Other election changes 
Marquette University· and Tenure. along with the follow- resulted in the "ticket" style of fill-
Tom Mcivor, Director of Elec-
tions this year, pointed out that 
"In the past the percentage of stu-
dent vote amounts to 50% of the 
total' undergrad enrolimenl This 
year we're pushing for around 
80%." '"l'he best place to begin 
student involvement," Tom con-
tinued, "Is at the polls." 
Contenders for junior represen-
tative positions are Nick Esposito, 
Paul McLaughlin, Drew McLand-
rlch, and Paul Farrell. The tiCkets 
for John Layne-Don Rakel and 
Mike O'Connell-Tom Furey are in 
the running for Junior President 
and Vice-President. 
The announcement brought out ing letter: · ing class presidential and vice-
a student petition that he recon- presidential offices. In the past, 
aider, signed by nearly four hun- rather than two man tickets, indi-
. dred students. Dear · vidual candidates would run for 
Besides the ASN honor Dr. Upon learning of Dr. Robert president, with the man drawing 
Ashmore's intention to leave Xa- the second-highest number of votes THE CANDIDATES 
In the sophomore class, execu-
tive offices will be filled by either 
Tom Krettek-Pat Dragga or Pat 
Bettennan-Mark Zipfel. Clashing 
for class representative are Mike 
Cooney, Greg Pellegrini, Mark 
Thlron, and Dan Hannon. 
· Astunore is recognized as one of vier next year, we, among other fUllng the vice-presidency. 
the more popular teachers In the In addition to the offices of Stu-
dent Body · President and Vice-
President, all other elected offices 
are up for grabs this year. 
concerned students, were quite dis-
university and is active as chair-
man of the committee on graduate appointed. Knowhig of Dr. Ash-
aid, and as a member of both more's reputation as an excellent 
Academic Council and the Joint teacher, we were sorry to hear that 
Statement Committee. he was leaving Xavier. Conse-
quently, we passed a petition, a 
According to Fr. Robert copy of which is enclosed, asking 
Schmidt, S.J., Chainnan of the Dr. Ashmore to reconsider his de-
Department of Philosophy, "I am cision and asking that the Xavier 
sorry to 8ee him leave. We esteem- administration and phUosophy de-. 
ed him highly here, and we would partment m·ake wliatevereffortthey 
have been happy to keep him for d~m appropriate to keep Dr.' Ash-
all the forseeable future. Dr. Ash- more at Xavier. Tl,le petition was 
more reassured me that he was not signed by nearly four hundred stu-
dissatisfied with Xavier or. his dents, and we are sending the 
treatment here." signatures to Dr. Ashmore. 
Dr. Ashmore made no public The purpose of this letter is 
announcement of his decision, but simply to state that neither do we 
began last week to tell individuals know the reasons for which Dr. 
around the campus. Two students, Ashmore has decided to leave 
John Makowski and Joe Cum- Xavier, nor do we mean to imply 
mins, then started the petition in by our petition that he has not 
the hope that "maybe the knowl- been treated well by the Xavier ad-
edge of the student feeling for him ministration or philosophy depart-
might make a difference in his de- ment. Rather, we present this 
cision and that perhaps the people petition to Dr. Ashmore and to you 
in the Philosophy department and simply as an indication of the stu-
in the administration might make dents' feeling for Dr. A!Jhmore, for 
use of the infonnation. The fact whatever worth this · infonnation 
that someone does a good job may have for him or for you. 
ought to make a difference." · Thank you for your consider-, 
The petition, which was signed ation. 
by• nearly four hundred students, 
reads as follows: · 
we, the undersigned, having 
learned of Dr. Robert Ashmore's 
intention to tenninate his teaching 
position at Xavier University, wish 
to express regret at this course of 
action. Furthennore, we ask that 
Dr. Ashmore reconsider his de-
cision, and that the administration 
and philosophy department make 
every effort to insure that Dr. Ash-
more will remain on the faculty for 
Sincerely yours,· 
W. Joseph Cummins 
John F. Makowski 
"An expression of regret at his 
departure is quite in place," said 
Fr. sChmidt in reply, "but a re-
quest that he reconsider alter he 
had gone through a certain 
amount of inner struggle to reach 
a decillion may be transgressing 
on his privacy." 
Pass -Fail Goes to AC 
By PETE HARSHAM, 
The limited Pass-Fall system, 
as' proposed by Fr. John Felten, 
S.J., will be presented to Academic 
·Council for approval at their up-
comhig meeting of April 16. 
The plan was approved by Fac-
ulty Committee, at their Feb. 11th 
meeting, with some recommenda-
tions being made, such as; limiting 
the P-F course to one free elective 
per semester. 
The proposal which will be pre-
sented to Academic Council will 
probably take the following form: 
"Only Juniors and Seniors 
might participate. Only one 
course, and that no~ in the 
News Associate Editor 
maj;r field, would be taken on 
a P-F basis. The individual pro-
feasor would riot be Informed 
that a particular student is tak-
ing his course on the P-F basis, 
but would submit the usual 
grade, which would be trans-
lated by the computer into P or 
F; only advisors and the com· 
puter and perhaps deans would 
know. Quality points would not 
be counted in the total for P-F 
.courses." 
He also stated that he 
would prot>ably ask that the pro-
gram be initiated for a two year 
period of experimentation. 
Students can cast their ballot in 
either of two polllng places in the 
University Center. The booth 
across from the grlll wlll be open 
until 4:00 P.M. today. The cloak 
room near the cafeteria will be 
'l'hree slates of candidates are 
vying for President and Vice-Presi-
dent of the senior class. Seeking (See story, page 4.) 
O'Connor !lap~ -~~."State of University" 
By ROBERT WILHELM, News Associate Editor 
The second annual State of the University Address colleges showed simi.Jar de-
was presented Wednesday in the University Theater, creases, Fr. O'Connor pointed 
featuring an address to the students by the Very Rev. out, "and this generally came 
about as a result of the multipli-
Paul L. 0' Connor, Pt:esident of the university. city of s"tate and community 
"Actually that's a misnomer," was being done to recruit minor- colleges." The situation has im-
began Fr. O'Connor, "for this is a ity. students at the university. proved this year, he asserted, 
question-and-answer period, not Since black students have normal- since Xavier has about 50 more 
an address."' ly been at an economic disadvan- applicants than it had at the same 
Backing up Fr. O'Connor was tage, att\!mpts wlll be made to time last year. 
a five-man panel of vice presi- bring studenis of marginal grade Another question about beer 
dents and the dean of men, who standirlg into Xavier. Fr. Deters in the dorms and parietal hours 
helped hlm to · answer stu- Evening College Dean, is pres- was answered by Patrick Nally, 
dent questions. eittly planning prep courses to dean of men. He explained that 
BEFORE fielding the students•• supplement this educational dis- an administrative committee will 
questions, Fr. O'Connor made a . advantage. soon submit to Fr. O'Connor sug-
'few explanatory remarks about To further interest black stu- gesting experimentation in these 
the $5 tuition raise to go in effect . dents, a fund is being established. areas. 
next Septemb.er. ("about $20,000 a yeat') toimple-. Fr. O'Connor cautioned that 
He gave the audience an ink-
ling of finances that forced the 
increase, and pointed · out that 
even with the increase an invi-
vidual student pays only 75 per 
cent of what it costa the university 
to educate him. "In effect, each 
Xavier student is on a 25 per 
cent scholarship," he said. 
Fr. O'Connor also confirmed 
a raise in room rates for next 
year. The university is losing on 
the dorms at the present rates, 
and would still lose even if the 
dorms were . completely lull. 
"We're in the hotel business, and 
the rates will have to rise." 
He also praised the student 
handling of voluntary ROTC and 
voluntary retreat proposals which 
were approved. "Instead .of de-
mands, you presented a sensible 
study that convinced the Board of 
Trustees." · 
ANSWERING a questionabout 
how co-education would be imple-
mented at Xaver next fall, Fr. 0' 
Connor indicated Certain courses 
will probably be added to the 
curriculum, such as elementary 
education, and that Departments 
of Soc:iology and 'Fine Arts may 
be added. 
Fr. O'Connor explained what 
ment a granl-in-aid program for living in the dorms implies com-
blacks. In addition, theAfro-Amer- munal rights (such as the right of 
lean Society is presently visiting others to study), and the conse-
high school counsellors and stu- quences of' such a move would 
dents to aid in recruiting. · affect the·entir~ community. 
The President affirmed that the 
University experienced a de-
crease in the · number of admis-
sions last year, which he attribu-
ted to the change in the standing 
of the University of Cininnati 
from a city-supported Institution 
to a state school. "Most private 
On the humorous side, the 
President commented, "I have no 
personal objection to beer in the 
dorms, but parietal hours bothers 
me. All you have in these rooms 
is a desk and a bed, and it doesn't 
seem you want those girls to 
study with! " 
Aid Reaches $1.4 Million 
Financial aid valued at more 
than $1.4 million was offered· to 
Xavier University graduates dur-
Ing the past two years to enable 
them to pursue graduaie or pro-
fessional studies, according to a 
report released by Xavier's grad-
uate scholarship advisory com-
mittee. 
... ., .wu-year report covering 
the 1966·67 and 1967-68academic 
years shows that 145 students re-
ceived a total of 312separateoffers 
of fellowships, scholarships or 
assistantships. Total value of the 
offers was $1,425,319. 
Institutions offering support for 
Xavier students to continue ad-
"""rP-1 ~,,.,~,, included the Wood-
row Wilson National Fellowship 
Foundation, the National Science 
Foundation, the U.S. Public Health 
Service and many of the nation's 
outstanding graduate and pro-
fessional schools. 
"The quality of its academic 
program is the critical f~ctor in 
determining the excellence of a uni-
versity," comme·nted Dr. Robert B. 
Ashmore, Jr., advisory committee 
chainnan, in a forward to the 
report. "Testimony to this quality 
is given, in part, by the number of 
graduates who are successful In 
competition for scholarships and 
various other grants to graduate 
schools." 
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Memo to Seniors Letters to the Editor 
Memo to Seniors: 
If you didn't make it to the registrar by yesterday 
to file for graduation and make sure that all your 
degree requirements are filled, the official word is that 
you'll have to wait until August for your degree. 
...... t BXJIGR~8 
Pllile8eJIIIII BxJIIaaatien 
Despite the fact that it makes little sense to do such 
checking when it's too late to do anything about it, 
we're sure you'll see the justification for the regula-
tion. After all, we must have our beaurocracy. 
Class Unity? 
M;JH 
Michael J. Henson, 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Xavier News 
Xavier University, campus 
Dear Mr. Henson: 
I would like to express my ap-
preciation for the attention given to 
the new philosophy program in the 
March 14 issue of the News; and, 
I would like to applaud your sup-
port of the program expressed in 
The traditional original idea of candidates for the editorial of the same issue. 
class office is the annually rediscovered "class unity" There are some significant as-
concept by which would-be campus politicoes promise pects inherent intheprogramwhich 
to do all they can to pull the class together to leave a casual scanning would not ~is­
some sort of lasting name. close. The program was described 
in the News as consisting of three 
We need only look around to see what class unity required courses plus two electives. 
has brought us: This year, for the first time, Muskies This summary -description may 
ca fl not stagger to the Fort Lauderdale festivities . gloss over the following important 
n Y • • ' consideration. 
a tremendous advance. · Long hard hours have gone If. d 
· · · 1 1 programs I an II are con-
mto planmng for mixers and other cu tura events, sidered, they both include on a· re-
and solid sacrifices have been made in order that, quired basis, Pl241: currentmoral 
when dulled by academics, a senior may join his problems. There was considerable 
fellow classmates in the real search for truth in the deliberation within the department 
bar at Burger Brewery. Men with goals like these of philosophy relative to the status 
. of the course, i.e., whether to retain 
have no time to lead student rebels. it on a required basis or assign it 
But all this might be a little embarrassing to the as an elective. The former possi-
academic community, such as it is, and it might seem bility would have restrlctedthepro-
gram to one elective, the latter 
appropriate to suggest that, rather than bringingthese would have been tantamount to 
people into the fold, class unity, as it operates at weakening the structure of our pro-
Xavier at the present time, serves to turn them off. gram. The department solved this 
The picture is not entirely bleak: there are several dilemma by including this course 
on a required basis within the first 
worthwhile class projects. The senior gift, forexample, two programs while organizing 
will be turned toward something worthwhile for the four additional programs around 
first time in years, and the seniors are currently pre- four distinctive philosophical focal 
paring a description of the Xavier educational exper- po_ints. 
ience that may prove of some value. Thus, if an overyiew of the pro-
grams be considered, one can dis-The problem with class unity, however, is that it 
cern that the first program requires 
PI 241 while allowing the student 
one elective from any of the other 
five programs. A similar arrange-
ment prevalls within the second 
program with the student being 
allowed to select from among three 
atipulatec;l electives. 
The effect of these first two pro-
grams is to retain overall four re-
quired courses (at least in that 
area where a broader elective basis 
obtains). The four additional pro-
grams do not include PI 241, but 
neither do they include the broader 
basis of electives contained in the 
'first two programs. In lieu of 
PI 241, they include a special con-
centration and orientation of 
·courses designed in this fashion to 
insure a structure and continuity 
'appropriate to philosophy itself. In 
addition, the last four programs 
•are designed to accomodate the 
special interests of the various de-
partments within the university, 
viz., the sixth program could ap-
peal to the student from the physical 
sciences, the fourth program to the 
student majoring in history, etc. 
·. With this overall arrangement, 
the programs provide forconsider-
·,able latitude of choice on the part 
of the individual student while con-
tinuing to insure a basic structure 
appropriate to the discipline ol 
philosophy. 
Sincerely yours, 
Richard E. Dumont, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Philosophy 
does so little to improve this educational experience. II e II maD 
It's nice to picture a future reunion in which we all 
gather together with a lump in our collective throat 
to recall alma mater, auld lange syne, and the class 
Letter 
Thouglltless 
of '07, but there when it comes to counting. the con- Dear Mr. Hellmann, 
crete educational benefits of this prospective nostalgia, 
we are left a little cold. 
Another problem is that it is basically unrealistic 
to suppose that a university student finds his prime 
allegiance to the members of his class. A typical stu-
dent will find that his friendships.· extend across class 
barriers rather than fall within them. Such an artificial 
construct throwns friendships irito a class struggle, a 
competition to see which arbitrary date can arouse 
the most fervor. It is almost impossible to imagine a 
student worrying about his class loyalty if he should 
u drop back a year. Should we expect him to make an 
emotional wrench from the ·old allegiance to the new? 
Or should we expect him not to care? 
Since class· unity is such a 'trivial worry, he prob-
ably shouldn't. With a thousand urgent issues hitting 
the campus and the individual, fretting over how to 
get the guys together is as absurd as the great grade 
scramble. 
I MJH 
£,hi~ks Get Wet 
Dear Editor, 
Upon reading your March 14, 
1969, .letter to the Xavier News it 
became evident to me and to others 
I have spoken with on this matter 
that your letter defeated the very 
purpose for which it was intended. 
It is true that there has been and 
continues to be a communication 
gap between administration, 
faculty and students at Xavier, but 
at the same time one cannot help 
but notice the iremendous effort 
being made to overcome this diffi-
culty by !1 number of administra-
tion and faculty members. Fr. 
Savage, to whom your presenta-
tion so neatly alluded to, has been 
a forerunner in this area. 
It appears that you, like many 
others, judge a person by his ex-
ternal appearance instead of at-
tempting to understand the person 
himself. Personally, I wouldn'tcare 
if Fr. Savage wore a ROTC shirt, 
cut-off levis and sandals as long 
as he continues improving the 
liturgy and religious programs on 
campus, maintains our outstand-
ing English department af\d per-
sists in his efforts to understand 
student problems. It was Fr. Sav-
age who opened his home to stu-
dents for liturgical sessions and 
Mass, not to mention the programs 
he has directed in Bellarmine in 
connection with the Religious De-
velopment Committee. Itisthesame 
man who heads an English depart-
ment respected throughout the 
country and who in conjunction 
with Dr. Meister has instituted a 
stimulating American English and 
History curriculum program. 
What other professor offers indi-
viduals private courses and con-
tihues this program through the 
summer by mail? Then too, it was 
Fr. Savage who participated in the 
Sophomore social, Junior Prom 
and other university social events. 
Concerning a communication 
gap, Mr. Hellman, one cannot 
help but wonder whether you com-
municated with Fr. Savage prior 
to writing your thoughtless letter. 
Mark Thiron 
'71 
-o~ceanell 
Cuts Letter 
Editor 
Xavier News 
Dear Sir, 
I would like to offer a few re-
marks concerning last week's letter 
by Mr. Hellman. The issuehe~ealt 
with is valid, and the fact that he 
is a freshman only serves to em-
phasize the validity. However, I 
question his total knowledge in the 
area of University relations, and 
the role of the Jesuits in a com-
munity such as Xavier. 
Mr. Hellman's "typical example 
of the disunion between students 
and professors at XU," was a weak 
selection. This "rather heavy, 
black-robed Jesuit," absorbs the 
brunt of many attacks by students 
on various topics. Whether-or-not 
all of these attacks are justified is 
another Question. I think Mr. Hell-
man must do some extensive re-
flection before he attempts to draw 
an analogy between one Jesuit and 
the entire Jesuit community. I also 
feel he lost sight of his purpose 
with l n his two paragraphs of 
scholarly rhetoric. 
The ,Jesuitcommunity is a group 
of men plagued with many diffi-
culties, particularly at this stage 
of their existence, and so also are 
most under.graduate student 
bodies. Both must be more, and 
both must work together to solve 
these difllcul ties. 
I was rather surprised that Mr. 
Hellman made no mention of the 
XU Community Conference which · 
was held last October. Admittedly, 
this conference was initiated and 
carried forthy by the students, but 
as chairman of the conference I 
can say that l received the utmost 
of linterest and cooperation from 
both faculty and administrators. 
We compiled an agenda for the 
conference which dealt with almost 
every aspect of the University com-
munity. Over the Easter vacation 
some of us are planning to attend 
a similar conference at St. Louis 
University where we will deal with 
those problems common to many 
universities in the country. 
Consequently, efforts are being 
made by many in this community. 
to improve the present situation. 
More must be done, but l fail to 
see the value of such a petty attack · 
as that of Mr. Hellman's. lt may 
also be worth noting that many 
students at various larger univer-
sities would be more than happy 
to assume our dilemma in the area 
of communications. 
Mike O'Connell '71 
Missioner 
Needs Help 
To the Students of 
Xavier University: 
Last year I was a student at 
Xavier like all of you are today. 
However, I chose to take a year 
or two "vacation" and come over 
here to the Congo and work with 
a person whom I had known from 
the States. 
Spring made its arrival in Cin-
cinnati this week, bringing along 
with it the usual spring sports: 
baseball, tennis, and water baloon-
ing. For the past weekthewalkway 
along the southside of Kuhlman 
Hall has been the prime playfield 
for this dubious pastime. As early 
as 2:15 in the afternoon the partici-
pants may be seen at their positions 
in Kuhlman's Southwest wing, 
waiting for any unsuspecting Mus-
kie to come by. If they are really 
lucky a coed or two will happen 
along and these men (?) can re-
lease their frustrations (possibly a 
result of thwarted libidinal drives?) 
·by covering them with water. This 
event happened twice on Tuesday, 
18 March-about 3:30 a girl was 
"grazed" on the arm by aquan\ity 
of water thrown from Kuhlman. 
About 2 1;~ hours later another 
female was abnost hit directly from 
behind. Men, f'm sure that with 
some practice these "near mis111!S" 
can be turned into direct hits! Any-
way what is more satisfying to a• 
man's ego and sense of accomplls-
ment than to watch the balloon 
that he has thrown score a hull's 
eye and completely dren~h the mov-
ing female target below. Just think 
of what this will do to the Muskie 
image! .. Of course the more defense-
less and unsuspecting the better, 
and one can immediately retract 
from the window to· the safety of 
his room if the striken target 
threatens to look up and attempt 
'to identify you. 
I arrived here in September with 
no true idea of what I would be 
doing but ho~d to get into some 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .•.. ; • . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael J. Henson type of medical service. Even with 
EXECUTIVE EDITOR .............•... John M. Dunphy little knowledge of what the Congo 
MANAGING EDITOR De was like, .I knew the medical needs 
To those of you who have gone 
out for this spring sport I hope 
that you feel better by having been 
recognized in print (Sorry I don't 
have any names to include). After 
all everybody has to get involved 
in something ,<>round campus. 
Sincerely, 
Tom Horrigan '70 
. • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . nola A Repenniq 
COPY EDITOR were among the most important. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. Tom Keaeia1er 
LAYOUT EDITOR ......• ._ ....•......•••.• BW Barko After about a month traveling 
ASSOCIATE ,EDITORS ... Pete Harsham, Pat KeUey, Bob Wilbelm around the country with a Brother 
SPDRTS EDITOR .... ;· ....•..........•.• Chuck Quina doing odd jobs, I came here to a 
ASS9CIATE SPORTS EDITOR ...........•.... John Price village in the middle of nowhere 
CIRCULATION EDITOR •...........•..•. Chris Cougblln called Lingondo. Before the rebel-
CARTOONIST .......................... John Doyle lion in 1964 it was a thriving 
SECRETARY ......................•.. Rae-Jean Carr mission with a school, dispensary, 
PHOTOGRAPHERS .... · .......... Chuck Triester, Seth Warner carpentary "shop and plenty of ' 
COLUMN;ISTS .......... : .. George Eder, J. Richard Hague work for the men inthecoffeefields. 
.. Frank Lienhart, Joe Rosenberger · However, during the rebelllon ai-
Publlahed weekly during the schopl year except during vacation and examination most all was destroye~ and service 
periods by Xavier University, HamUton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. to the people was non -existant. 
$2. 00 per year. 
Entet"<d as seco1id dass matter (lr.tnber 4, l946, ut the l'ost Office at Cincinnati, 
Ohio. o,nu!!c U1e 1\ct of :-.larch :3, 1879. (Continued on page 1 0.) 
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- Farmer Outlines Program- ''Checkmate Racism'' 
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief 
"We must now checkmate racism," insisted James 
Fanner, the second of the major speakers in the Black 
culture program now being sponsored by Xavier ·and 
Mount St. Joseph. Farmer spoke last Friday, March 
21, to a gathering of around two hundred at the 
Mount. 
"We can't wipe it out," he aald 
of racl~m. Even in the event ol a 
total national commitment, it would 
take at least "two generations" to 
do so. But we can, he said, "reduce 
its capacity to damage people." 
Farmer, co-founder of the Con-
gress on Racial Equality and pre· 
senUy Assistant Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, 
offered his program in the face of 
"utter confusion as to where the 
movement is going, and why, and 
particularly, where it is now.~· 
He noted as the greatest source 
of confusion the turn away from 
the importance of integration. 
Those Blacks who found a few 
years ago that "the most meaning-
ful, progressive thing they could 
do was to integrate an all-white 
suburb," now find themselves 
labelled "Uncle Toms." 
"The Black objective," he said, 
"has shifted." 
A plan now to eliminate defacto 
segregation, for example, Will now 
meet "a lukewarm reception in the 
Black community, and from a 
l&I'Je segment of the commu:nJ.ty, It 
will meet outright hoetJJlty." 
The source of the llhift is ill part 
that Blacks are faced with the ques-
tion "What doea It mean to be 
Black and American?" In expand-
ed form, thie reads, "What doea it 
. mean to be what I was, and what 
I am? What does it mean.to be 
from where I c811le from, and now 
to be whete I am?'' 
educatioa." 
Within tJlia, the Black man must 
"find himMlf." for the media of 
the natioa are 1eared to maldrw 
him loee his eense of self. 
With this in mind, he went on to 
outline ~e shift in objectives. 
In the period, 1954-1964, "we 
battered down many Uttle bar· 
riers." But "these victories did not 
become very meaningful." 
'I'he Black man, he said, "can 
~ .. ·· .. _ .... ; . '• '• ;'.• ,.. -.··~·~ -·~·~·· 7 ~~ ..... .J g.; 
check into a hotel if he can pay James Farmer 
the tab . . . But his life goes on in concept that Blacks are inferior viewed through White eyes." The 
the slums of the cities unaltered, and Whites are superior." goal of this seems to be "to make 
Unmodl.fied. He fimds the rats still them White and middle<lass, but 
"We breathe it in the air, suck biting, the cockroaches still sharing 1 these people are neither. And it it from the breasts of mothers; t makes much more sense for them the family food, the plaster still fall· . lik · 18 e a mtasma · · · to learn what they are and to be-ing from the ceiling, theheatalmost 
nonexistent, the job either non- "Every instrument which has come what they are, rather than 
existent or dead end, the school disseminated culture, which has seeking to become something else." 
still not educating, and we tell him helped determine how people feel The early efforts operated on a 
he can now eat at a Howard John- and what they think has been a principle of "dispersion." With in-
son's. He finds this utterly mean- party to the programming tegration, "it was thought that the 
Process. , lngless." ghetto would disappear." But it 
ed He condemned especially the was soon seen that uniftcation, and "We have succeed in improv-
ing the upward mobility ol the present educational system and the not ditpersion, was needed. And 
Black middle-daaa . . . The Black preschool bookl and textbooks ao, Black groups are now movirw 
_.. ba d " ith used. "By an~ large," he said, to oraanlze.- But in this they meet college g...uuate s ltma e, w - •-
. ft these books "either ignore Black nrobl-a. Farmer polniMl out, for compaaiea aer01a the nation a er - ... -· 
their "llhowcaae Negro." people or preeent the stereotype ezample, that every ethniclfoupin 
"B•t ttot for tile poor." ma1nolta-type image." the·aatton bu ita labor orpnba-The aqe of the passive. happy tioll. But wbtn A. Philip Randolph 
"In the major anaa of life in pre-Civil War alave, for example, trW in the Thirtlea to create a 
the nation, the INftl total aegrega- Ia "nQt only dep'adinc but inaa:u- Bladt union, be waa charpd with 
Uon baa lncreaaed. '' There Is, he rate," and. ienorM the extenaive "ieJreptloD in mcrae." 
lnaiated. iaON raldential, achool, dilcontent and the many slave re- "This "c~or-blind di.tperlk>n· 
and de laetor lell'elratlonnowthan volta of men like Nat Turner and laMe thinJdntr" tOJetber with "the 
ia 1954, Iince ill aboet every case Denmark Veaey. counsel· to tlt.e Black maa te den:; 
of dne1rqat1on, "promptly the f himaelf'' worked to nialorce the 
d-1'-atiGU W&l lolled by reees- lnatead of the reality, mc:wles o ._...... , --'ti ....... on1 
Farmer'• position ll that the ~-.. ... the laat decade and before tended B.--. man • p.- on aa - Y 
anawer to this question rests in regatfon" eauaed by ·the flight ol to show the Black man aa "achllci- Americana who had no roa411 in 
Wbitetl from the open areas and - ..... t ..-a.....f •• '"'--the process of "hyphenation," in like oaf that one ml1ht love as one the· paat ... a we rec.,.•--:-· ~.., 
-aehoola. · y; · uld be ---...--...~ the sense that each ethnic group might t&ve a pet, but never respect." beat that eo uuo:•.,.. waa a 
has t:ound Its place by reaortin.r to "What the movement baa ig· •'-- "Penotype Afric&" of eannlbal11 
• .,. "So complete has been ....,. pr~ 
such hyphenatloni as Irish- nored, or not llveu sufticlent at- and primitive huts. 
crammina that I don't thiu it American or Italian ·Amer~an. tentioa to wu &he force and impact . Thill is especlaUy ~Ill- •• I 
of radlm in tbls eoclety." lie cUed possible for a BI.X man w 1row 
Many people, Malcom X for the Kerner u-ort to •bow that the to adulthood wftbout experiencing do not thiak it is P<! ... ble f« a 
1 h d nied th Bl~•· ·-,. " f b inferi ity .--)e to have a destiny, to have a examp e, ave e e _.. ultimate source of urban disorder a aenae 0 ia own or · · · r--r 
man'a Americanism. Farmer dis- He has been condttiaa.d to believe future. without an awareneaa of 
ill White racl.sm. · d t nd thil wt agrees, but he insists that the . he is Inferior . . . that one's skln some prou roo s - a 
Black man's Americanism "can- "All of us, White and Black, color is a kind of deformity, an have lecked. 
American." He baa ,...vW hla 
..,,__.._,He Ia ........ ._ 
•ample, a.t nm. ol andlllt 
African eltlee CQ18pere r.v•Mly 
with thoee ol Allena or Rome a• 
that Afrkaa natlona •• eua.... 
daat eqUIIW ud at ..... ._. 
,..... E•,...an '"-h. 
And .-,.. Ilia ridl .... "llle 
was the only one who nwer hM a 
dual kllantlty '*-uae • Afrtean' had 
been aaak:hed away fronfhlm and 
in its place the Hollywood imap 
had been 1eft." · 
But be finda "he cannot avoid 
the hyphenated phase," for within 
the melting pot, "nothing has 
melted." 
"People enter aa 1roups, and 
then they make their way as in-
dividuals." 
For each previoua group, the 
hyphen never disappears, but de-
pendence on it does, and this it the 
goal, except for those who see 
Blackness as the ultimate. "[l will 
be more difficult for Black Ameri-
cans to lose their hyphens, but I 
believe it can be done." 
Supplementing this is the attempt 
to "checkmateraci111n." 'l'hismeans 
giving up the attempt to win love, 
and inatead lookinl for reapect, 
','to become eyeball to eyeball 
equal a." 
"Power will deal with power. 
We reduce the power of the \)'-ot 
to ex~ h» b~'*7 in action. 
WbeP tbe vietlala ••• the ,_.. 
to lmpoee •ndk>na, bdh teOIKII'ftk 
and political. 
Since tbe Black ... iapr ") 
in the role ol CIIIIIIINMa ,.._ dian 
producer, be ...- "a u.r..fold 
COPCept of ~CC~aG~nic d.veloprnent: 
- "Private ownenhlp 'tri• ._ 
~ddnc o1 tbe federal ,over...-. 
- "community developMent 
with a maN ba• ol ownft'Mlp· 
- "pnuine cooperatives.'' 
He .returMd. flDally, to the con-
cept ~ J'lll'ld. "H~ traM-
cends color, but l cta.'t thlllk It Ia 
poeaiblie for a man to low INman· 
ity um.. ht ftrat ~ htnnelf.., 
"If I am not for myaelf, who 
will be for me? 
"If 1 am for myllll alone, what 
am I? 
not rest aolely on the accident of have been protrammed and con- oddity; or even an affliction." "We had come from nothina, 
hls birth," for he Is faced with the dltloned by thil raclam. It is dlftl- "The currle.ulum haa been were nobody, andgoinanowhere." 
phenomenon of the Black man cult. if not impossible to JrOW to White-oriented, European-oriented. But with the new emphaaia, the 
ll in "l White !.h. ith adulthood without at least residuelt 
v g n a socR<•J• w a .... the body ol knowledge ae .~B:lack:::_;m:::a:,:n~h~a;.;;s...:;b~eeo~me;;..'~'Al;;;;r,;o~--~~~~-~-~~~-. ... ., White-oriented culture, and a White of that racist condition . . . the 
B S 0 Positfollll taken by speaken for Student Council's Afr~Amerialn 
"And if not now, when?'' 
rown tresses pportun ities; Week do not necessarily reRect the opinio1111 of Xavier University 
Afro-American Society or lt11 membership. 
Blackwell Replies TS~-L-0-a-te_S_e_t __ ... 
By MICHAEL FORD 
Last Wednesday evening, a downtown of needs of the Black 
capacity crowd gathered at the man." In many cases, it has been 
Xavier University Theater to hear the white men by necessity because 
the wen acclaimed author of "Man, the Black man has not been heard. 
Child, and the Promised Land", He has not been heard, according 
Claude Brown. However, due to a to Mr. Brow~\ because he has not 
· physical aiment,- he was unable to translated his needs through the 
attend. His able replacement, was proper approach or because be has 
his brother, Henry Brown, who is just not been understood by the 
presently employed as a legal in- '"man." 
vestigator for Mayor Lindsay l,n When posed with the question, 
Harlem, N.Y. One of Mr. Brown s _ "What does Black Power mean to 
main concerns is centered on the 
problem of drugs. He and five 
former addicts, have established 
the Peoples Program, which has 
worked on ~oUow-up programs for 
former addicts. Mr. Brown, being 
an ex -addict himself, said that 
"drugs can take a lifetime away 
-from a ·person." 
Shortly after his introduction, 
Mr. Brown opened the program to 
questions from the noor, feeling 
that more could be gained from 
questions than his lecturing. 
When asked about the position 
of the White man in the black com-
munity, he commented that "In 
Harlem today,. whites are becom-
ing more and more acc.:epted." 
Many of the programs for the 
BJacks have been initiated by 
Whites, because they have -in-
formed "the 'man and, his aides 
you?", he answered," ... itmeans 
dollar bills . . . and instead of me 
going to work for someone, it 
means someone coming to work 
for me.~· He also bldicated that 
another form of Black Power was 
to show "Kids in the ghettoes that 
you don't look up to the theives 
or the pushers," but as his brother 
Claude said, "to look up to those 
who have made somethingofthem-
selves." 
In reference to the Harlem area, 
Mr. Brown said that one of the 
most formidable problems is that 
the Blacks are not "together". He 
said that often times the programs 
that have been initiated have not 
been supported by the Blacks them-
selves. 
At this point in the ,program, 
Mr. Brown turned the podium over 
to Mr. Ken Blackwell, the president 
of the Xavier chapter of the Afro-
American Society, who answered 
some of Mr. Brown's remarks. As 
far as the Blacks not being "to-
gether", Mr. Blackwell said that 
"tlie only people who can get the 
Blacks together are Blacks". He 
also expressed the need for more 
"aggressive Blacks" to rise to the 
occasion. However, he also indi-
cated that there weremore"aggres-
sive Blacks" than Mr. Brown hn-
plled there were. When asked about 
the opportunities for the Black at 
Xavier, he commented that there 
was a great need for more exten-
sive recruitment of qualified Blacks, 
and that there ahould be no speci-
fied percentage of Black.a or Whites. 
Although Mr. Brown said that 
there were.many "opportunities to-
day for the blacka in the city", Ken 
said that "the doors aren't com-
pletely open to aU aggressive 
Blacks." 
When asked If there wu hope, 
Mr. Blackwell answered, "Hope? 
Yes, I think there is hope . . . if 
there wasn't, when I knocked on 
the door and there was no answer, 
[ would die." Mr. Brown echoed 
this note of hope when he said 
"today there are many Blacks 
thinking White, and there are also 
many Whites thinking Black." 
Xavier Sodality's annual Training School for 
Christian Leadership (TSCL) will be presented on 
Saturday, April 19, from 10:30-5:00. Lack of accom-
modations on the Xavier Campus has forced Sodality 
to hold TSCC in the theatre of Mount St. Joseph 
College. The theme of this year's school is "Christ 
the Revolutionary." 
TSCL co-directors, Dan Weber 
and Greg Boehm, chose the topic 
because they felt that is was a 
largely-neglected facet of Christian 
educaUon. "It seems that Christ is' 
impelling U8 to constantly evaluate 
our standards," they said. Many 
Umes this necessitates an overthrow 
of the status quo - initially, and 
most slgnJflcantly, an overthrow in 
the exisUng attitude and mentality 
of the individual." Consequently 
they centered TSCL around this 
overthrow-this revolution-within 
the individual. 
"We don't wish to argue whether 
or nor 'r.evolutlon' was the precise 
choice of word. Surely we don't 
mean to . hnply, by revolution, a 
self-willed· hostility or hatred to-
ward those who profess the status 
quo; the other facets ofChristlanity 
hiwe taught "". ii1lierently. But we 
do emphasize Christ's teaching to 
remake ourselves and our society, 
and not to resign to the overly 
popular philosophies of our present· 
status." 
TSCL's audience wlll consist of 
sodalities and NewmanClubsfrom 
twenty tri-state universities. Invita· 
.tions are alao extended to all of 
Xavier Students. The scheduled 
speakers are: 
Dr. Eberhard- "Revolution 
within the Individual" 
Fr. Savage-"Revolution in 
Literature" 
Mr. Meckley, Cincinnati lawyer 
-"Revolution ln the 
Community" 
Mr. Arhtur Melville -
"Revolution In the Nation" 
- f ; 
.; 
., 
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Green-Dube CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT AND ... · · VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT COUNCIL ·Burke~·Goulet 
We hereby present our platform. It consis(s of those 
elements which we think will help develop the Uni-
versity as a community. With the support of the 
student body, the goals can be obtained. 
SOCIAL 
Mixers: 
We propose that, because mixers are a prime source of revenue 
for several organizations on campus and many organizations 
are In need of money, the mixer tax be reduced to 10% instead 
of the present 15%. In the 15%; 5% goes to community commltl 
ment, which is desirable. The other 10% goes to Student Council. 
We propose that with the ID. proposal listed under the economic 
section of this platform, we could lower this tax to 5%, thus 
making the total 10%, instead of 15%; thereby helping to insure 
financial success to the clubs running these mixers. 
Beer On Campus: 
. We will investigate the free use of beer on the campus. We hope 
for the establiehment of beer In the dorms on at least an experi-
mental basis. We also will work for the establishment of a pub 
on campus. There are sever~) possible locations for this pub. 
Any profits would be r&-lnvestoo in the university community. 
It would also provide a common ground for all students and 
faculty. 
The Pled Piper: 
We wieh to run this establishment ae more of a profeeslonally 
run coffee houee. This would provide perhape a more suitable 
meeting place for etu~ents. -rills would help Xavier form the 
community that ie necessary for a true univereity experience. 
Thie could Include entertainment on the weekend• ae a regular 
attractiorL 
Inter-Collegiate Co-operation: 
In the face of rieing coste for entertainment, we euggeet an Inter· 
Collegiate Council consleting of representative• from Xavier, 
_Edgecliff, Mount Saint Joseph, the University of Dayton, and 
others in the area to bring in big name entertainment at a ·r&-
duced rate through multiple engagements. We alao propose 
that certain student organizatione could profit from this arrange-
ment, as big projecte could be arranged through more than just 
one organizatiorL · 
Student Book Exchange: 
Thle book exchange would enable student• to buy and eell used 
books on an open market type of situation. Thle would be run 
through an organization set up by Student Council as a) poe-
slbly a kind of clearing hous. b) poeslbly an actual purchaelng 
and telling agent operating on a no~profit baele. 
Checklaw Service: 
This would be a service to permit the caehing of checke outside 
of regular banking hours or bursar's office houre. It would 
operate through the Dean of Men's office and would be manned 
through Student Council. This would allow check cashing on 
campue durtng the weekend. 
Entertainment ID: 
We propos~ to raise the cost of the Student ID to five dollars 
and to extend ~te coverage to reduced price for concerti and 
Mardi Gras tickets. Thle could be done through epeclal arrang&-
mente with local promoten and aleo epeclal etudent spomored 
concerti. 
ACADEMIC 
. The theme of our platform is Involvement of the 
entire student body in student government. Student 
government, as its name implies, belongs to the Stu-
dents, and we hope to insure this by a high degree 
of participation next year. 
These are the issues and programs which we in-
tend to work for next year, and upon which we are 
seeking the offices of President and Vice-President 
of the Student Body. 
I. For the Commuting Student: 
A. A NEW COMMUTEH LOUNGE 
B. A RESTIWC'l'UHED COMMUTER CC()MMIT'l'EE, estab-
lished by high schools: · _ 
C. SEEKING OUT THE COMMUTINGSTUDENTforinvolve-
ment In university activities by a more effective means of com-
munication, and by Involving him in projects and committee.s 
that directly influence the vital aspects of his student life. 
II. For the Dorm Student: 
A. Strengthening the Dorm Government System, toward giving 
the STUDENTS A ROLE IN THE SELECTION OF PROC-
TORS. 
B. Providing the Hall Staff with a background In COUNSEL-
ING AND GUIDANCE. 
C. IMPLEMENTATION OF BEER AND PARIETALS IN THE 
DORMS. 
III. For the Univerelty as a Whole: 
A. Social: 
1. HIGHER QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT thru advance 
booking, block booking, and Independent agenclee. 
2. SOCIAL EVENT DISCOUNT CARDS, a yearly dl8c:ount 
pass for councU'e social programs, purchased voluntarUy. 
3. A BAR ON CAMPUS. . 
B. Academic: · 
1. COURSE EVALUATION, re-fttabllehmentofetudenteval-
uation of courses, subjects and profeuors. 
2. STUDENTS ON DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEES to 
aselst the chairman of the department ln which they are 
majoring ln formulating and implementing progreeslve 
measure• wlthln that department. 
3. Establlehment of an ALL NIGHT STUDY HALL. 
4. Examlnatior:t of revising clast procedure to provide for 
SEMINARS CONNECTED WITH CLASS MATERIAL. 
5. CONTINUED EXAMINATION OF PROGRESSIVE 
EDUCATIONAL REFORMS, euch as Couree challengee, 
and Long-term, Short-term Programe. 
i C. Governmental: 
1. STUDENT SENATE, A reetructured etudent government 
to provide for more adequate repreeentatlon for all eeg-
mente of the etudent body, by meant of utlllaation of a 
REVISED COMMUTER co-MMITTEE and a 
STRENGTHENED DORM GOVERNMENT SYSTEM. 
· 2. ·UNIVERSITY SENATE, a-board of etudente,·faculty, 
and admlnletratore etructured Into th~ declaion maldng 
proceee of the univerelty directly below the Preeident and 
the Board of Truateee. 
3. COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JOSEPI;I 
PLAN, eeatlng of ttudente on univereity commltteel, par-
tlc:ularly, Athletic, AdmliSlone, Academic, and Admlnll-
tratlve Problema. 
Pr&-resletration: 4. Full· lmplementatlon ol·the Joint Statement on Student 
We propoee a change in the preeent ayetem. We can eee two Rlghte and Freedome, THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
poselbilltiea: STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS. 
a). Pr&-regletration by mall. Theetudent would go about setting 5. MORE FREQUENT COMM.UNITY. CONFERENCES 
up hie schedule through the ueual meanl of hla faculty advleor, on epeclftc problema of the ·unlverelty. · 
but then would either mall or drop off hls echedule at the regie- D. Rell8loue: 
trar'e office according to the ueual schedule. If he ie cloeed out 1. TOTAL ELIMINATION OF COMPULSORY RE-
.. of a dall,.hewould·ftnd out-the· next -day·and:i»e'&ble-·to·-change -~ ·-··· ... -.. ~-.-,. ,. -:·-·-..,.·---TUATS.-~ .. -.. ,~ ..... '·----.,.~~--.,,.,_,-.. ·.o::· ., --·-. _, ... 
his schedule and reeubmit it. 2. IMPLEMENTATION -OF THE 1968. LITURGICAL 
b). It could be poulble to run the pre-rcglatration through the CONFERENCE, an improved ·Uturgy,- a· rellslous co-
faculty advisor, who would then phone in the pulllaw of the IBM ordlnator with the RDC as hie advieor. , 
carde. E. Community: 
c). If this Ia not feaeible, more people could be involved in the 1. Increaeed AWARENESS OF THE CULTURE AND 
actual procedure (the checking of hour in the achedule) and the PROBLEM& OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY, and a 
houre could be expanded due to the fact that pre-reglatration realization of the role Xavler ehould play ln it. 
ueuaUy paralelle cla11 houn requiring cute by student• to pr&- 2. Strengthening the COMMUNITY CO.QRDINATING 
register. COMMITTEE THRU S.V.S. to Involve more etudente 
IJbrary: ln eodal action programe. · 
We propose that through the use of more student employeee in 3. MONEY PROVIDED BY BOTH THE ADMINISTRA-
the library, the library hours could be extended without prohibl~ TION AND STUDENT GOVERNMENT TO FUND SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMS. 
tlve cost. Later houre on weekdaye and Sunday evenings are- the 
primary goale. It, hopefully, could be arranged to have the F. Other Programs: 
library open for longer period• Immediately before and durtng 1. EXPANDED SPEAKERS PROGRAM Involving a bal-
exame. The circulation desk would cloee at· the normal time, anced presentation of epeakere repreeenting a wider range 
but with students on duty, this can be accomplished. oftoplce and broader pointe of view. 
Academic Aesistance: 2. CONTINUATION OF S1'UDENT COUNCIL PRO· 
GRAMS, euch as . FAST Talks and the Student Council 
Many Incoming students go through a counseling program Journal. · 
during the summer previous to their entrance. This program pro- 3. A STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS each 
vides vital testing and preliminary counseling. But, there exists eemester. 
a need for supplementatlorL We therefore propose that an Aca-
demic Assistance Program be set up through this summer pro-
gram and through Freshman Orientation in which students 
will be assigned to selected upperclassmerL They will then ha\•e 
this student to refer to when a problem arises. This would have 
to be done through the existing program. 
STUDI<~NT COUNCIL 
Minutes: 
We propose that the minutes of all Student Council meetings be 
published in the XU NEWS. It would- also be advisable to 
-publish important agenda items to allow feedback from the stu-
' 
dent body to the~r respective representatives. 
Social Committee: 
We propose that the Social Chairman, for the best interests ~f 
clubs, will see that two similar university events will not be 
scheduled simultaneously. 
Structure: 
\Ve propose full implementation of \he Con~titution with pos~iblc 
amendments to provide more eqmtl representation of all students. 
---~-·--·---- ........................... .. - ....... - ..... . 
---------.--
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In th·e Margin 
Student Council Tending Shop 
The campaign signs littered the within Council may choose to initi-
mall like garbage. Faded colors ate sign~ficant issues, but these 
and senseless headlines, hung could be initiated and pursued by 
naked and limp by the rain, clung the individualstudentswhetherthey 
to the backdrop of a vacant sky. are members of student government 
This was campus politics devoid . or not. They gain so little by being 
of dreams, silently common be- "representatives." There are no 
' neath the ceaseless drizzle. university matters-of substance-
This was student government that are specifically the domain of 
and campus politics exRosed, dur- student government. Any unlver- · 
ing the very week expectantly slty concernthatcanbeapproached 
awaited as the transition from an and examined by Student Council, 
old routine to a new substance and likewise can be considered and 
significance. And now as that week . taken in hand by any individual 
ends, I wonder whether there were, student. Since Council can only 
indeed, any expectation and hopes. recommend, there Is no particular 
For stlll there were the worn-out . advantage In recommending as a 
rally-cries of class unity, and be- "representative" rather than sug-
lated whines protesting a com- gesting and working as a student. 
There are certainly disadvan-
tages to being involved in student 
government. There are constant 
meetings and memorandusm, office 
hours and publicly open ears, 
peripheral Issues and duplicator 
paper to be stacked in the corner 
of the closet. All these are neces-
sary, of course, necessary for an. 
efficient government. They are 
neither pointless nor wrong. But 
they entail entangling trivialities 
and endless administrative details 
that hamper a person. And there 
are too many Important things 
possible In and around our uni-
versity for a person· to risk being 
hampered needlessly. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
muter-dorm split, and the shallow • • • • • • • • • • 
excitement of nervous candidates. The world of the university may 
There was no expression of deeper, And If there were Importance be a fine world. It may even be 
substantial Issues. The closet attached to student government by an excellent worldforanindlvidual 
drama of student government once . the general student body, then, too, to use as the focus of his own per-
more was played in ash whis er. it all might be other than r:hetorlc sonal world. The faculty and the 
y P and routine. But Student Council administrators have so chosen the 
Perhaps, though, It couldn't Is simply not a significant element university to be their world, to be 
have been otherwise. Perhaps the in the lives of most students. Its that · small part of the whole of 
rhetoric, though sparse, and the internal workings are of'little'ln- experlenceable reality that they 
poster appeal, though pathetic, Is terest, its actions are of minimal willingly choose to live and . work 
necessary simply to perform the import. Witness the meager atten- within as human persons. The uni-
motions of the · curious . process.. dance· at the recent Student Council verslty situation and environment 
used to change the student govern- meetings.· This . is not revelation, is an integral part of their per-
ment office personnel. It may only but it must be admitted in order to sonal worlds. As adults they can 
be the tradition-encrusted method put Council In perspective. The make this choice to become faculty 
accepted and used to pass a hollow separate worlds, fo"r the most part, and administrators. 
torch. of Student Council and the student • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • body· are the consequence of the But if I choose to become a 
If there was substance to be fundamental difference In the con- student-and as an adult I can 
f cerns of the two. Student Council ound in student government mat- Is concerned with the internal work- make that choice-then I choose a 
ters, all. this might be . otherwise. different world and I choose. to 
For then there might be some rea- ~ng: ?f the univ~rslty; the student · place the university in a different 
son to be a "representative," rather 0 Y ~s concerne wl.th its own life, · relationship to myself. The univer-
than Simply a Student But Student of wh1ch the unlvers1ty happens to "t th · . t ld · 
. -· · · ·· .... ··sty en 1s no my wor , nor 1s 
government has" no i> a rn eli l'ar' be,aJ ~art .. The: world· of !Stud~nt ' it even the focus of my world. In-
weight or power, qua student govc Councll extends to the boundaries stead I· choose a world of which 
ernment, beyond the paperweight of our campus community; the 
of an acknowledged platfo'rm with- world of the student body has. no 
in the authority structure from such limitation .. 
the university is only a part. As a 
student, I choose to experience a 
deep, broad world which cannot 
have limitations. I decide in favor 
of the whole; I decide to wander, 
to move about, absorbing, discov-
ering, and attempting. And so If I 
do choose to be a student, I can-
not confine myself to a limited 
world. I m us t remain able to 
journey. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
This Is not to say that the world 
of a sfudent is not limited. It is 
always limited by the relationships 
and accomplishments, the energies 
and abilities that he has at any 
given moment. Every person's 
world Is limited In these respects. 
But the world of a student Is un-
limited insofar as he is immediately 
able to change, to wander as he 
acts upon his relationships and 
exercises his abilities-and as his 
interests prompt him. He must be 
able to move as he wishes. But 
when he Is ensnared in the struc-
ture of student government he must 
confine himself to that small world 
and those internal concerns of the 
university. He must turn his atten-
tion Inward and apply his talents 
in depth. When he joins student 
government, he chooses to be an 
administrator. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Changing the status of student 
government Is not the solution to 
this problem. Granted that govern-
ments must look within, must care 
for the world which they govern. 
Granted that a university, since It 
is a .comm~nity, requires, adminis-
trators. to govern it. to tend its 
daily needs, its long-range plans, 
·which to speak. ·Individual people ·~ • • • • • • • • • · • 
"DAZZLiNG! Once you see it,·you'll.never again picture 
'Romeo & Juliet' quite the way you did before!" -LIFE 
_"I'm sorr·y~about your 
parade, sir. I guess I ·· 
TECHNICOLOR 
Paae Five 
George Eller 
and its fundamental principles. But 
students must be free of this ad-
ministrative tending of the shop. 
Bestowing on student government 
more responsibility and more de-
cision-making authority in sub-
stantial university matters would 
only aggravate an already ridicu-
lous situation. Students, as long as 
they choose to be students, can't 
want to govern. They may decide 
they wish to be administrators and 
thus to govern, but if they do, then 
they simply are no longer students 
but become administrators, and 
must aeeept that job with all It 
entails. "Student government" Is 
a contradiction In terms. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Each person·must decide what 
world he wishes to take for his 
own., On the basis of his values 
and his abilities he must select and 
embrace his environment. Some 
may decide that a university wlll 
indeed occupy a large part of their 
life; that Is a viable, adult decision. 
But a student is yet In the process 
of searching and discovering, and 
must have the freedom to move 
and grow as he wishes. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
ROMEO 
B'JULIET 
splashed ~n too , . . ·. _ . 
much after shave.·~ 
I "-=:: ;:") . ~---.Q .. _~;c&a.::::o 1'\o OL"d i •~a1·~· JovP :-;tor~• .... 
"BEAUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem qf 'r.,.,. ~ 
~ youth, love. and. violerc.e !" .. ~PLAva'QV. :. Downtown-621·Dl02 
.>I 
BONNE 
WHERE THE SWINGING 
SINGLES MINGLE 
• DANCING SEVEN NIGH'l'S 
TILL 2rd0 A.M. 
• MONDAY IS LADIES NIGHT 
• .FROSTED MUGS 
6541 MONTGOMERY RD. 
PHONE 731-8698 
YOU M UST BE tf21" 
RoTd ;_~:.--,0~, 
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Even the ·might of the military can't protect you if you're not 
careful how you use Hai Karate®· After Shave and Cologne. One 
whiff and females get that "make love not war" look in their 
eyes. So to maintain military dis(:ipline and keep your uniform 
intact, we put instructions on self-defense in every package. 
Just in case it comes down to hand-to-hand combat. 
Hai Karate-be careful how you use it. 
; I. 
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l,.._B_y-CH_U_C_K_Q_U_IN-N-,N-ew-sSAportsOEdltEor OJCATED MAN--------...... or these championship teams it Is reasonable to assume that 
some of the players that Hawk coached either are or have been in 
Tomorrow, the Xavier Musketeers will open their 1969 Baseball the major leagues. Some of the recent players that were on some 
Schedule by playing the Dayton Flyers. Joe Hawk will be starting of Hawk's Legion teams are Don Zimmer, Jim Brosnan, Russ Nixon, 
his seventh season as Baseball Coach. This year, like In the past Dick Trott and Art Mahaffey. Likewise some of his Xavier ballplayers 
six, Xavier will be playing a tough schedule. Coach Hawk will u~ are under contract with major league clubs. Jim Hoff a 1967 gradu-
doubtedly lead his team to another winning season. · . ate Is with the Cincinnati Reds organization. One of last years leading 
In recent years Xavier has been pro~d of its baseball team. Much hitters in college baseball, Tim O'Connell is with the New York Ya~ 
of the credit belongs to one man - Joe Hawk. Coach Hawk insists kee chain. The Minnesota Twins have a fine catching prospect In 
that the credit belongs to the players. Someone has to give them Rich Donnelly. Tom Breving Is in the Detroit Tiger farm system. 
direction. We all know that someone has to provide the necessary Certainly Coach Hawk can be proud of the boys that he has coached 
guidance and assistance that is necessary for a team to work together that have been in the majors and undoubtedly he wUI have a fine 
as a unit Hawk has been doing this for six years now for Xavier afternoon watching some of these future big league stars. 
Baseball ·players. Baseball is an all year thing for Hawk, if he's not Hawk is very optimistic about the upcoming season. There· are 
working with the Musketeer Team he's coaching a very successful many reasons why he feels this way. One of these is that this year 
Legion Ball Team. Joe Geraci, one of the stars from last years team, will be helping 
Coach Hawk has been hard at work all this school year getting him out with the coaching. That way they can get to more guys and 
ready for this year's game schedule. He's been occupied with meet- iron out their baseball difficulties. The main reason that Coach Hawk 
ings, workouts and raising funds for the annual southern trip. He's is so optimistic is that he feels this year's squad is the most enthusi-
spent ·all winter working hard, doing his part to get that win- astic he has ever coached here. They-ve also shown an awful lot of 
ning record. desire in preparing for the upcoming season. 
In 1925, Hawk's coaching career began. Knothole, Legion Ball Part of Hawk's philosophy is to get the boys to work together as 
and College coaching have let Hawk see baseball -at various levels. a team. Constantly, he is stressing teamwork at the meetings that 
In that 40 plus of coaching there hasn't been much change in bas~ are held in preparation for the season. One of his favorite comments 
ball because the rules are too fundamenta. The only real changes on teamwork has to do with the way team is spelled; "Team. Is spelled 
that Hawk has seen in the years have been the faces of the over correctly, T-E-A-M, there is no 'I' in it." That is what he tries to get 
6,000 boys that he has coached. They may be of different sizes but across to his players - the need to play for the team. "A good player 
they still play baseball the same way they did in 1925. Forty-some is willing to sacrifice a bunt Instead of hitting away. A good player 
years of coaching demand a lot of knowledge about the game of will be looking forward to helping the team, after all it takes nine 
baseball. Joe Hawk has put this knowledge to good use. Just look at players to play the game. Each player must play his position If the 
all the championships that his-coached teams have won. team is going to win." 
Coaching Bentley Post 50, Hawk has won the National Legion For one person to be associated with anything for over 40 years· 
Ball Crown nine times. He also won the Ohio State Title seventeen he really must love it. Coach Hawk's comment about his love for 
times. Those are pretty impressive marks that any coach could be baseball was "who wouldn't?' The time and effort that he has put in 
proud of. 
.r,cont.i.nucd CJ!l n:: !··n '7'i 
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Cl 1968 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Join the Enjoyers 
Here's how to live life to the ~rimful. With cold and golden Hudepohl. Its 
sole purpose: pleasure. The kind that comes from pure-grain ingredients, 
· ·,.!,: 1 :gen~r~~sybr~~ed with Proce~s"14-K. Hud~poht The Enjoyers' beer. Join in! 
· · ·<iEi\JOy a:·Aud~POht 
THE BEER WITH ENJOYMENT BREWED RIGHT IN 
--..----·~~ltU*' ...... _.,.,._...., ______________ .,...._...,._, .. :;,.,:r,_,.,!n.,. ______ ,_: 
Morsels 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -Members 
of the Xavier famlly in attendance 
here at NCAA Finals Included:· 
George Krajack and wife Carol, 
Jim McCafferty, Jack Cherry, 
Ray Baldwin and wife Stella, Joe 
Gromada, and other X boosters. 
·One of the beat statements coming 
out of tourney was made by Lewis 
(that's what coach John Wooden 
always calls him) Aldndor when 
asked what in the last four years 
has bothered him the most. He 
responded, "My main rub has been 
that the media ---: the newspapers 
and stuff - have tried to put me 
in a bad light several times. Es-
pecially the west Coast writers. I'm 
willing to take all the knocks for 
what I am, but not for what I'm 
not. This to me has been the worst 
thing." . . . .He also answered a 
much discussed topic of his real 
height - many people have said 
he looks 7-foot-3. "That is because 
I stand taU - my father always 
made me as a youngster. Actually 
I'm 7 feet 1-% Inches." ... His 
father played trombone in UCLA 
band during the game . . . There 
was a coaches convention also last 
weekend- ... Krajack and Dave 
Lynch will journey. to Pittsburgh 
tonight for the annual Dapper Dan 
Classic, which matches some of 
the nations top high school players 
against Pennsylvania's best. ... 
DIDYANO: XU baseball team 
scheduled only nine home games 
this season, counting Cincinnati 
game at erosely Field . . . They 
start season Saturday against 
Dayton, at home, to be broadcast 
overWCXU. 
Golf 
The Xavier golfteam begins its 
season today by traveling to Day-
ton for a dual ~atch with the 
Flyers of U.D. The contest initiates 
an 18-match schedule which ln-
. eludes · one triangular, with Ken-
tucky and Dayton on April 1, and 
concludes with Mid-American 
champs Ohio U. on May 17. Ken-
wood. C. C. and Maketewah C. C. 
will serve as home courses for 
Coach RBy Baldwi~·s contingent 
Hoping to rebound from last 
year's dlaastraus 3-19 record, the 
·Musketeers will be led by.lettennen 
Paul.·LaLonde aDd. Mike Rekart, 
along with transfer. Willl8m Lees .. 
Others expected: to· oontrlbute In~ · 
elude 'aenlor · Tbrl Rooney . and 
. sophs. Roy· Bennett, :Mike Conroy 
and Rich Godfroy. · 
... 
WCXU. : radio· announced this . 
Week that .it has, been ll'anted. ex~ . 
. elusive rights ·. to . carry. Xavier ' 
· home baseball for ihe . · 1969 . 
season The' first game to be . car~ 
·rled will be the home opener to-
morrow afternoon against Dayton. 
Game time Is 2:00, and John 
Shinners and John Jaffe will be 
doing the play by play. WCXU 
wlll broadcast all ·nine home 
games with the posslbllty of car- . 
rylng some of the away games is 
being investigated. • 
.: 
. 
. 
STEAKHOUSE 
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Sehlager 
ByAL JACOBS 
I Muskies 6ettlag IJeullrJ 
By JOHN PRICE, News Assoc. Sports Editor 
WbUe most of us were merrUy for the Xavier Baseball Program proves this. "The best characteristic of this team is its desire and determination." 
celebrating Christmas ln our own He is constantly working for whatever is necessary for his baseball With those words Coach Joe Hawk, entering his seventh spring at the 
living rooms, twelve Muskles were players. A good example of bow rough it is for the baseball Team helm of the Xavier baseball squad, described the new-look Muskies 
hard at work, battling for a re- tQ get something around here is Its annual southern trip. This trip of 1969. 
warding honor. The basketball is not sponsored by the University and the team has to raise their Gone are the big bats of Tim O'Connell, Joe Geraci, and Tom 
team spent their yuletide vacation ,money. This year, like all the years in the past they've had to work Breving, and the fate of the Muskies this year appears to lie in a 
amidst the strangeness of MobUe, their - off to get the necessary funds. Somehow they always man- strong pitching staff. 
Alabama, in quest of garnering the age to do this, chiefly through the efforts of Coach Hawk. 
"The success of the team will depend on how far our pitching can MobUe Basketball Classic. Un- Asking Hawk what baseball means to him be commented, "when I 
f th ~arry us," said Coach Hawk. "We have a lot of fair hitting and some known to most o us, e two wake up in the morning it makes it worth getting out of bed for." This 
ed pretty good fielding too," he added. games that Xavier play there can be seen in the records that he has posted in the past. Xavier 
rank high on the list of all-time can certainly be glad that he does get out of bed to come over here As the opening game against Dayton on March 29 rushed ever 
great Muskie clashes. · to share his knowledge about baseball with the team. closer, this is how the '69 Muskies shaped up under the watchful eye 
of Skipper Hawk: 
For Tom Schlager they were Dedication truly is one word that can be used to describe this 
truly his greatest games. The 24 man who has done so much for the sport of baseball at Xavier Ron Drapp - sophomore, RHP: "has a strong arm and a good 
points Tom scored in the finals Think about it, how many people would do this much for anything· fastball". 
against Auburn gained him laurels without no pay. It takes an awful lot of something to do this. This Jerry Green - junior, LHP: "one of our tops; has good control 
th All •r t T d of his fastball". on e ournamen earn an dedication that Hawk has for baseball really is something. 
only a last second shot spoiled Best of luck to Coach Hawk and the rest of the Team this year. Bill Leins - sophomore, RHP: "good control; keeps the ball down 
Xavier's chances for bringing a real well". The time that they have spent getting ready for this season will be 
Championship trophy home to the D 1 M t j · RHP OF • 11 t 11 nd 1 h seen tomorrow and Sunday and whenever, wherever they play. Every- a e u ryn - umor, , : exce en a -rou payer; as 
Parkway. . one should get over to the field to see them play. The team will be good power". 
"It had to be both the biggest ready and they want the University to see this on the ballfield. John O'Brien- freshman, LHP, lB: "good with the glove; a smart 
highlight and the biggest disap- Joe Hawk has spent much time getting his boys ready for another fielder" 
polntment of my athletic career.~· winning season. There Is no reason why we can't be proud of him J h P nl RHP " f b t t rte " 
"It's hard to lose," said Tom. o n eterson- se or, : one o our es sa rs. 
and the rest of the team. Hawker will continue to do this in the years 
d Bi h Jim Ryan- sophomore, LHP: "good control pitcher". A career which starte at s op to come. Asked about how long he would like to stay here Hawk 
Hartley HlghSchoollnColumbus, had this- to say, "I want to be here till they have to carry me away 
Ohio, discovers that Tom's scho- in a box." 
lasticcareerinvmvednmoniybas- -~~::~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------::--1 ketball but also b a s e b a 11 and 
football. 
"I was a real super-jock with 
10 letters, in fact, the University of 
Cincinnati even offered me a foot-
ball scholarship," quipped Tom 
with a smile: 
It was Bob Cherry, brother of 
Xavier's Sports Information Di-
rector Jack Cherry, who paved the 
road to X for Tom. "I was a 'Mus-
ie' from way back in my sopho-
more year in high school," said 
Tom. Cherry taught Tom in high 
school and convinced him that Xa-
vier was where he would fit Into 
the sports picture. 
As a Muskie Tom has traveled 
the Xavier path from wh~n.~e wa~ 
a mem her of Coach Ruberg's 
"high-hoped" yearlings up to the 
past campaignwherehewaschosen 
as the Most Improved Player on 
the team. 
Reminlsclng over thepastyear's 
slate, Tom was definitely llt)t 
pleased with the 1 0.16 mark by 
any means. 
"Although it was my best year 
individually, teamwise it was dis-
appointing. We had big games with 
wins over Miami, Dayton, and 
Detroit but wltti some brakes we 
could· have had- many more big 
· victories. The potential was there 
. but we couldn't capitalize on lt" 
·"They say It's not If you win or 
lose that counts, but how rou play 
the g&me. But to me, it sure counts 
a lot more if you win!" Tom added. 
Tom had this to say about 
Coach Krajack and Xavier's bas-
ketball future. "Coach Krajack ls 
a good coach and a wonderful per-
son. Like anything else in life lt 
takes awhile to get established and 
set up a successful program. I feel 
that Coack Krajack's program at 
X is molding into shape and may-
be by next or the following year 
the Xavlerltes can be assured of a 
highly successful season. 
As far as the future goes for 
Tom, he hopes to get some type 
of job either in the banking busi-
ness or with the government in a 
civil service position. 
Tom ended our enjoyable Inter-
view by saying, "I'll a I ways 
remember the great bunch of fellas 
that I've come to know at X." 
'THE. SHIRT 
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Vince SaUnas - junlor, RHP: "has fine breaking stuff; should be 
more effective after losing weight las yea I". 
John Tepe _ senlor, RHP: "one of our mainstays; not an over-
powering pitcher but he has good stutr'. ~ · 
Tennis 
By GORDON SMITH 
Your Psychology 
professor lives 
with his mother? 
Tim Wannlnger _ junlor; RHP: •one of our best; has a lot of 
control". 
Blll Cunnlngham - sophomore, INF: "versatile player and a good 
baserunnel". 
John Fiehrer _ sophomore, INF: "always makes contact at the 
plate; a fine fielder with a good arm". · 
Jim Macke _ junior, IB: •good power to rlgh~ field.and a good 
gloveman". 
. John Martino - sophomore, 3B,C: "a po~erful hitter but he has 
to overcome his nervous tendencies". 
Tom Mershman - sophomore, INF: "gives us a lot of depth in 
the infield". 
Spring has sprung with the 
spirit of tennls and the players are 
anxious. Beginning the season Is 
the return of five of six players 
from last year's team. Tom Or-
mond, who played first position 
last year graduated into pr~law 
at Texas State University. Return-
ing to Xavier's courts are John E. 
Hell ( 70), Mike Ogden ( 69) , Den-
ney Eagen ( 71 ) . ( Each of these 
three has improved and is playing 
very good tennis), Tom Greskop~ 
( 69), a fine player, and Joe Kra-
mer ( 71) who has bad an excell-
ent summer· winning a few tough 
tournaments. Tom Sapie~a - junior, INF: •a good hustler who is not a bit 
weak with the stick". Xavier's fine tennis champion, 
Coach James Breckoff ( Head 
Master of Summit Country Day 
School), Is searching for a player 
to complete the six-man team. It 
is most Important, too, that the 
man to be the sixth player be as 
good as the fourth, fifth, or third 
player, since be wlll be playing 
in a doubles match as well as a 
single's match and since he will 
be part of a smart promising team 
with a dedicated approach to the 
great sport of tennla: 
Pete WWlams - sophomore, INF: "very fast runner and a good 
fielder; will be alright at the plat!!'. 
Dan Ruehlman- senlor, OF: "pretty good hitter and bas the most 
accurate arm on the team". · 
Think it over; over coffee. George Scannel ~ junlor: "has good power; one of our fastest bas~ runners". · · 
The Think Drink. .. Gary Shepard - senlor, OF: "can be a real good hitter If be wants ~~ ' Chris Stenger - sophomore, OF: "covers a "Jot of ground; bas a 
real good stick". 
Mlck Tensing - junlor, C: "an excellent receiver and shows a lot of 
power at the plate". 
The picture for Xavier's tennla 
team is promising. I am impressed. 
This season with this team, Xavier 
is definltely going to have a vio-
torlous.season. Our team this year 
has tli~ classical precision and p~ 
cullar grace . that Jn8kes lt unlque. 
The team can show and prove how 
well they do 'play when they meet 
Bellamine at Xavier at 1:30 P.M; 
on Saturday, March 29th . 
For your own Think Drink Mug. send 75e and your name and address to: 
Think i Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Bo~t 559, New York, N. Y.l0046. ThP International Coffee 
There are only a Umited number of chances to get out and see the 
Muskies at home this year. A·mere nlne of .th~r.scheduled. 30 contests 
will be at home with the blghllght of the season comins ()n May 7 
when XU tangles with the UC Bearcats at Crosley Field. '·. 
College Students' Special 
All Summer Me-mbership in 
Vernon Mano·r Beach Club 
. ;. 
"· .'-'0PENS MAY---25,:fOR·THREE MONTHS' :· ·t:·:;.<-" 
e SE'J'~N--DAYs·'·A· WEEK, 10 A.M. t.o 10· P.M.<:' 
:(~·· . ' . ..· ·-. . 
elfFEGlJARDS ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES 
., e .,,~RlVATE LOCKERS, DAILY TOWELS, SOAP ETC. 
e WASHER- DRYERS, LAOIES' SUIT DRYERS 
e WORKOUT AND EXERCISE GYMNASIUM 
e SNACK BAR AND REFRESHMENTS AT POOLSIDE 
e MUSAK AND WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT 
e UP TO THREE GUESTS OF MEMB.ERS PER DAY 
REGULAR $85 THREE-MONTH MEMBERSHIP OFFERED TO 
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN CINCINNATI AREA. DISCOUNT OF 
$25 .... ONLY $65 FOR 90 DAYS. 
APPLICATION CARDS ON REQUEST. 
CALL TODAY TO SEE POOL AND BEACH CLUB: Ph. 281-3300 
MR. SERGIO BAR~ERA,, POOL MANAGE~ 
• , . ; • j 
VERNO~ MANOR HOTEL, 
OAK AT BURNET, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219. 
FREE PARKING. 
: -~JM Notes 
The results are ln from the 
recent rlOe tourney. Da·n Davis 
. walked off· with ·first place, but 
Tom Sapienza was right ·on his 
heels for second place honors. 
· Chuck Kromer was third.. the marbles. 
. Blll Curuilrigham set a ney.o reo-' · · The results from the handball 
i ord on his way to winnlng the free tournament just came in and they 
; throw contest. After bitting 4'1 out showed Mike Ogden as the winner 
• J 
of 50 in the Finals, altogether he and Steve Shea finished ln the sec-
threw. in.9l.out.o( lO.OJo.W..ktLalL. ond.slot. .... __ ......... ---· 
Flde:lity · U'ri ion Life 
Wants You To Meet 
A 
MILLIONAIRE 
DON RUBERG DIDN'T INHERIT A MILLION 
OR MAKE A MILLION DOLLARS THI~ YEAR 
BUT HE .SOLD. A MILLION DOLLARS 
WORTH OF LIFE INSURANCE PUTTING 
HIM IN THE ELITE 7% OF ALL LIFE IN-
SURANCE AGENTS. DON, A FORMER BAS. 
KETBALL AND· BASEBALL COACH AT 
XAVIER FOR 11 YRS., IS NOW THE COL-
LEGE MASTER .REPRESENTATIVE ON 
CAMPUS AND HE WISHES TO THANK THE 
XAVIER MEN FOR MAKING. THIS HONOR 
POSSIBLE. FEEL FREE TO CALL DON AT 
HIS OFFICE (221-8323) OR HOME (481-6690) 
ANYTIME FOR INFORMATION ON THE 
COLLEGE MASTER. 
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Alumni Honor Anders; Astronaut a ''Modern-Day Xavier>')·-··~ 
Xavier University paid tribute "But finally at the moment of 
Sunday to an astronaut, citing him truth, the three astronauts were 
as "a modern-day St. Francia three men alone, Uke St. Francia 
Xavier." Xavier In the vast orient. They 
Air Force Lt. Col. William A. were In the majestic universe that 
Anders, lunar module pilot for the their God had created . and they 
epic six-day filght of Apollo-8 last were 240,000 miles from the 
December, was awarded the uni- beautiful blue planet - Earth 
versity's St.-Francis Xavier Medal - that was home. 
by Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, · "St. Francis Xavier proclaimed 
S.J., Xavier president. his belief in the one true God 
Dr. Leno Pedrotti, head of the where it had never been heard 
physics department at the Air before. Only those in the vicinity 
Force Institute of Technology, heard his voice. Yet he convinced 
\Vright-Pat terson Air Force Base, thousands as to the sincerity of 
accepted the medal on behalf of his faith and its relevance to j 
Colonel Anders, who was at the them. 
time "on the moon" in a vacuum "Anders, Lovell and Borman, I 
chamber at Cape Kennedy where on quistmas Eve, 1968, out 1 
he is undergoing training as a where ·the Star of Bethlehem 1 
back-up astronaut for Apollo-11. might have shown upon the earth, jl 
The citation accompanying the proclaimed their faith to millions 
medal ·award which was pre- of persons on the earth by read-{ 
sented during the annual Univer- ing ten chapters from the Book·; 
sal Communion Sunday obser- of Genesis, opening with 'In the l 
vance of the Xavier Alumni beginning God created heavenj 
Association referred to Colonel and earth' and closing with 'andt 
Anders as "one of the new breed God saw that It was good." !' 
of adventurers whose challenge "Such a feat is not accom-
ia the universe." llahed by ordinary men. St.: 
century. finally heroic courage are the 
IU:CtSTE"tt) TliiADt·MARk$ ~)41CH IDtPIITI~Y ONLV TM£ PRODUCT OF TH[ COCA COLA COMPAPIIY. 
... 
··Who's 
got the 
·ball? 
Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the 
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go 
better with Coke, after Coke~ after Coke. · 
B~ttled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
T!,a Coca-Cola Bo::tling Works Company, Cincinnati 
The medal, the citation said, Francis Xavier, Colonel William I 
Ia -Intended to "show the parallels A. ,Anders and .his fellow ·aatro-l 
between a remarkable man of the nauts are · not ordinary men. ~ 
16th century, St. Francis Xavier, These are men who know how to ·j 
the great patron of the university,· discipline their Uvea. Preparation,' 
and remarkable men· of the 20th prayer, judgment, discipline and I 
··st. Francia. Xavier traveled to qualities of these men. ~~~~~~~a~~ ~~~~~~~~--~-------------------------------1 
gueae galleon - a small salllng their example to live by." 
vessel, creaking, scurvy-ridden, Past recipients of the St. Fran-
storm-tossed. cis · Xavier Medal, established in 
"Today's men of adventure 1954, Include· Bishop Fulton J. 
have great vehicles and great Sheen, Carlos P. Romulo, Stan 
back-up teams. The Apollo-8 Musial, Dr. Thomas A. Dooley, 
moon orbiters - Anders, Lovell Philip J. Scharper, Rev. Charles 
and Borman- rode a vehicle Dlamaa Clark, S.J., James B. Don-
that was produced by 300,000 ovan, John F. Kennedy ( posthu· 
engineers, technicians and work- moualy) and Fra~ Blair. 
era. 
W-A-N-T-E-D 
-
MEN 
.-WOMEN 
- STUD.ENTS. 
$1~~5.00 $150.00 
,.,w .. k 
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN EDUCA-
,.:; 'TfO'NAL:· fiELD~·-ALr·· APPLICANTS :-ENROLLED 
IN EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
COURSE IN BRAND IDENTIFICATION AND 
SALES PROMOTIONAL WORK. MUST BE 
AGGRESSIVE AND MAKE EXCELLENT APPEAR-
ANCE. WE ALSO OFFER SUMMER WORK FOR 
STUDENTS. 
Ages-18-28 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL MR. BLQCK BE-
TWEEN 9 A.M. AND 2 P.M. ONLY. '621-5330 
621-5331 
·,:• . 
. ;-.:·: .. 
.... : ....... . 
.::: ... · .. 
· .. \:. . . . 
./r. 
;.:: ·. 
Cli ~a~ 
The STQR.E __ NAME '''····N;:;;1;i;~i 
is pleased to announce the sale of a Special College 
Sampler Pac of Toiletries at a fraction of its retail value! 
The manufacturers and the (store) 
in cooperation with the Guest Pac Corporation, 
Mount Vernon, New York offer this Special Pac 
to familiarize you with these fine products. 
There is a Male and a Female Pac, each worth 
approximately $8.00. The principal items in 
each Pac... · · · 
• Gillette Techmatic Razor 
and Razor Band 
• Foamy ShavingCream 
• Manpower Aerosol Deodorant 
• Excedrin 
• Old Spice·After Shave Lotion 
• Scripto Word Picker High lighter 
• Macleans Toothpaste 
• Dial Soap 
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE 
• Adorn Hair 
• Woolite 
• Halo or Enden Shampoo 
!I Pamprin . 
• Excedrin 
• Scripto Word Picker 
• Jergens Soap 
• Clairol Kindness 
Othf![. Special Toiletry items and 
add;.1ona/ Money Saving Offers ar. 
in each Pac, · 
Hurry! Supply limited to about one for every five·students! ONLY ONE PA· 
PER STUDENT! Get your Pac today. 
ON SALE SOON 
BOOK STORE 
sr~JDENT UNI-Ot-;' 
~ 
·~ 
I~~;:~: 
;~:;~~i:::~: .. 
·:\~::.'' 
·:·{:: ... ~··. 
:S;; ••• 
._ ....... 
;,: 
. .. ··: 
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"= J Fran.k Lein.hart . . - _ ~ j 
(Cor~tinued lrom pa§t? 2 
To make a }onl ltory abort, J 
arrived with a Beillan prleat ud 
two German Brothers to reopen the 
mlulen and 1et thin11 movlftl. To 
learn French and Swablll I lmme-
dJately betran tachinl ~llah in 
the blgb achool which baa proved 
to be very profitable. 
Slowly but aurelythedlapenaary 
was put back into shape and we 
received medicines from Catholic 
Charities In New York. A Congo-
lese nurse and I were able to treat 
at least 80% of all the cases which 
in some instances required minor 
operations. In December we treated 
some 4,000 persons for sicknesses 
ranging from colds to syphilis to 
leprosy. At the end of January 
when I looked at the books lfound 
that some 12,000 persons had been 
treated duringthemonth. However, 
this ditt not amaze me simply be-
cause this is the only dispensary 
(or hospital) for miles. The last 
time a doctor was here some six 
years ago and even then it was for 
only two weeks. The beginning of 
a maternity centre has also been a 
gratifying experience and seems to 
be growing each month. 
Before the rebellion there was a 
very efficient hospital, run by the 
Diocese, not to far from here. How-
ever, as with everything el11e, ltwu 
destroyed with the rebellion. By 
June I hope to have everythinl 
here in the banda of the COR1oa.t 
and move to the hospital to begin 
u I have done here. The reas()l\ 
for this is namely that we expect a 
doctor from Europe to arrive some-
time In the Fall. 
Bealdee the medical protrram I 
haw man-.ed to ltart a amall co- wHh two or more years of collqe 
operative with some of the YOUDI . ia qualified to teach In any hilh 
people who have dropped out o1 school throUihout the country. 
achool (ape~ 19 and 20 after two From them you wlll neeive a 
years of hllh achool). Thla co- salary and plane fare. 
opel'adve conai8ts of a banana If on the other band you care 
plaatatioll and I have great hopes to work such as I am, the Diocese 
for It for the future. wlll pay for your food, bousln1, 
I brleDy mention a few of the plane fare and some apare pocket 
programs to give you some id.ea money. Living is cheap so don't 
of the opportunities that lie here in worry about money. 
the Congo. It's a land with riches I also feel that there is a poasi-
uncultlvated and a l~d with peo- billty to work somethins out with 
pie who have needs for these riches. :X. U. as far as getting credit for 
Yet, for some reason the knowhow the year or two you are over here 
to explore these riches simply does teaching or working. However I 
not exist for them. wlll have to leave this arrangement 
The I ltln t the up to you. I'm sure that if you find reason am wr g o 
entire Xavier student body is be- an understanding (and intelligent) 
I d h 1 t t. ethese dean youwon'thaveanyproblems. cause nee e p o con mu 
and other programs to their fullest In setting something like this up 
extent. No, NOT MONEY help but there are a vast amount of prob-
rather your personal presence here !ems. I am only outlining what the 
in the Congo. Perhaps some ofyou program is about in this general 
might be willing to come over for letter but will give you more details 
a year or two and work as a teach- if you are in~erested. :ou w~ get 
er medical aid organizer, etc. full co-operation on this end if you B~sically, It wo~ld be along the do decide to come so please don't 
lines of Peace Corps work except hesitate to write. 
for the fact that you will have com- Hope to be hearing from some 
plete freedom to pick and choose of you soon with anewera, com-
the programa and type of work ments and questions. 
you wlah. This is the main reuon 
I dJdn't go Into the Peace Corps 
myHlf and now I'm very thankful 
for It for I can move where I like, 
when I like and IM>w I like. 
If you cue to tHr:b over here I 
wW be abAe to 1et hou hired by the 
C~ole• government with no 
trouble. The educational. aystem 
ia In auch dire need of personnel 
that they have turned to America 
aad Europe aaylntJ that anyone 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Mackey 
Million Cathollque 
B.P. 71 
lslro 
Rep. Dem. du Con1o 
Save up to $3.00! 
Major label LP's! Top artists! 
ROLLING STONES 
WOODY GUTHRIE 
CHARLIE BYRD 
THE ANIMALS 
ASTRUD GILBERTO 
SONNY. CHER 
PETE SEEGER 
RAY CHARLES 
STAN GETZ 
WES MONTGOMERY 
DAVE VAN RONK 
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO 
JIMMY SMITH 
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS THELONIOUS MONK 
Many more in this special purchase. Classics included! 
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection! 
SALE ON 'NOW 
BOOK STORE 
STUDENT- I UN ION 
• I 
l Mystery or MJstiq~~ 
So far thil year rve conce• 
trated on crttldam of the Eatab-
llshment - rellgloua, polltleal and 
economic. The reaDy •1n" co~ 
ment attrlb'*- materlalla.. aNI 
~e~ harw-upe to dleae l111tit11tioD11. 
Having uaed the ultimate cap, two 
poet-scripta occur to me. First, the 
statement Is lar1ly valid. S.COnd, 
the statemem Ia faahJonable, and 
therefore rather suapect. When 
talk becomes fashionable ·It be-
comes ritual, Mechanical, an 
inter-play of slogans. Conversa-
tion becomes anonymous and im-
ctesne. Juat make sure ,ou keep 
a little •coor In aU that hippie 
love for man. Slnoerelty Ia "oul" 
We live in a worW of lmqea 
and myltiquea jullt •• m~ now 
as ever. Man Ia a very lnaecure 
animal - he needs to find a herd, 
to separate the "us• from "them•, 
the "In's" from "out's," the "bles-
sed" from "damned." When I was 
in grade school, half the fun of 
being a Catholic conslated in spec-
ulation on all the to~;ments non-
Catholics would meet with in the 
after-life. Maybe more than half. personal. Dialogue doesn't exist. 
Traditional institutions have 
Whether It be the sexual de- blocked and obscured inter-per-
personalization of God in the con- sonal relation. When I recognize 
fessional, the eco no mlc de- that element of uniqueness of a 
personalization of the worker by friend or lover through which I 
the labor union, lack of respect accept him just as he is without 
for the individual is the root sin imposing my pre-conceived no-
of the Establishment. No doubt tions on him, 1 grasp his mystery. 
current revolution will transform It would be absurd to say that 
the symptoms. But will it cure everyone should or could be 
the problem? firends with everyone else. But 
Ten years ago the man in the the very scarcity of authentic 
gray flannel suit talked the ritual. inter-personal relationships 
talk of cocktail parties. Now the makes them all the more ·pre-
man in the psychedelic outfit talks cious. And society all the more 
the ritual talk at pot parties. Not blameworthy for thwart1111 them. 
that hippie clothes or hippie talk For mystery society has substi-
are any worse than gray flannel' tuted mystique - the gray flannel 
suits or gray flannel talk. Not that suit or the long-haired hippie. 
pot parties are any worse than And one Is as bad as the other. 
cocktail parties. But are they any 
bett•? Xavier seniors are ·approaching 
Pot and alcohol aren't the a recQI'd for th,e laqea amlor d .. 
iuue, not even Indirectly. Ritual gift in Xavier 11 history. Tbe old 
and conformity, efth in talk, dreae, record Ia $2250, and by mid-
I 1 ti Is treatenl- March the Class of69 had pledted 
or persona rea 0111 - $1800 with onl half the class 
to de-personalize man now as be t ct yd 
much as ever. Sure, go ahead meCla:S1 c::..'!~b:r~ who haven't · 
and do your thing. Just make sure been contacted or anyone who 
it's v~ry aonaervatlve if yma're willhea to add' to the campqn, 
wor)diiiJ for Bell Telephone. Juat may mall their name and donation 
make sure you play up to the dinctly to Bob Bartels 1005 Dana 
Department -Head's pet theories Ave., Apt. 19. All ppy~ntsahould 
if you're workilll for a graduat. be In by May 1. 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Sugar is. sweet 
And so·are 
-------· 
(If you're feeling creative right now, 
you can finish that poem up there. 
Or, you ca~ design your own diamo.nd 
engagement ring with Wasserman. 
Either way, we're looking for you.) 
Wasserman 
605 Race Street 
Jewelers for one generation. Yours. 
1·, •. ·•. 
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Some Thoughts on Vietnam 
1'/us is cmolher in the Neu•s 
series of articles hopefully of in-
tc•rcst to the uni:Jersi ty community 
Any student, {uculty mem/Jcr, or 
administrator is welcome to share 
his views in :lifllilar czrticles or itz 
letters to the editur. The views ex-
pressed, • however, arc 1101 nect:s·· 
sw·ily those ol the Nc ;vs staff Ed. 
Why musf we kill other life/ 
growing I existence to dave life/ 
only to the American people and ~trowing/ existence 1 
its civilization- ours is nota duty It just so happens that my con-
only to the other free peoples of sciousness Inheres in this matter -
the world - ours Is a duty to the called American - It could have 
very meaning of history, a duty to inhered in a Vietnamese. 
the direction and destiny of history I mean, just because my con-
- to the future. And if there is to sclousness in geographically dis-
, be a future, that future must depend placed serveral thousands of miles 
My life is moving along, no big on our taking action now! _ is this the reason for my killing 
problems. And if we don't take action now those others? 
In about a year & 'l4 1 could be - military action - the future of Somebody!? I grasp for rea-
drafted into the Army if I do not m!lnkind will not be a future, but sons to support.my government _ 
take any deliberate action to pre- a mere remnant and vestige of but I cannot find any. Must I 
vent or preclude my induction. things past, a regression to an resl~t my government and its con-
Some questions. Wby should I infra-civilized existence. Is this why scription system? 
give a damn!? about anything?! we fight? Is this the meaning of 0 p e r a t j 0 ft 
Is life . absurd!? Am I creating a Vietnam - or is there something " 0 U ( h 
problem where there is none? else? I 
What are the realities? Are they thwarting the plan and Operation 'xouth, a week long 
purpose of God? Are the Com- summer program at Xavier, is at-
We are fighting another people munists - or whoever we're fight- tracting as participants the out-
. (peoples?· persons? - whom are ing and killing off in Vietnam - standing high school juniors and 
we fighting?) are the Communists the radical seniors in a seven state area. The 
Why are we fighting another negation of the movement of his- Operation is now in its twentieth 
. people? Why? tory - the concretization of all the year and it deals with the prob-
What could possibly be happen- diabolical forces of history milita- !ems our American society faces on 
lng that we kill peoples to keep ting against the advance of man- the local, state, and federal levels 
them from doing this_ whatever kind? Is this the meaning of of government. 
C.lef Club Shares Stage 
with Rosary 
Tomorrow night at 8:30P.M. 
the Xavier University Men's Glee 
Club will present its annual Spring 
Concert in the University Theatre. 
The men of Xavier will join the 
Rosary College Girl's. Chorus, 
River Forest, lllino.is in a joint 
Heaven's are Declaring," and 
Bach's "Sheep may Safely Graze." 
Something new added to the 
Clef Club's .. repertoire is the Negro 
Spiritual. The club will sing "Ana 
that Good News," and "Soona will 
be Done." Rounding out the light-
concert. In ApriJ, the Clef Club er portion of the concert, the Clef 
will perform a return engagement Club will sing the old traditional 
in River Forest with Rosary. The sea chanty, "High Barbary." 
Rosary College Chorus is one of Th bined 1 ill · , e com vo ces w s1ng 
the most highly respected and re- h . "L t Th Bl d 
, t e mov1ng e y esse 
·known chorus in the natiorL S . ·r b th R 1 p1r1 y e uss an composer, 
The 53-voice girl's chorus, un- Paul Tschesnokov. This will be 
der the able direction of Mr. followed by the Negro spiritual 
Gregory Konold will perform a "Plenty Good Room." Completing 
broad selection of songs, includ~ng the joint numbers will be a medly 
·Three Sacred Choruses by of tunes from the delightful 
Brahm's - "0 Bone Jesu," "Ado- musical, "Fantastics." 
ramus Te," and "Regina Coeli." In Immediately following the con-
addition to this, Rosary will sing 
"This Is the Day the Lord Has cert, there will be a reception in 
the Terrace Room. Alumni and Made," "The Siraw Guy,"Au 
clair de la lune," and three Cho-
ruses from "Alice in Wonderland" 
-"The Lobster Quadrille," "Lullaby 
of the Duchess," and "Father Wil-
liam." 
friends of the club are all invited. 
it is they're doing? · Vietnam? Anyone interested In joining 
o God. My spirit _ I _ 1 am the 1969 staff under the direction The Clef Club will begin its part 
Whoever that bad people is, they unmoved. of Doctor Anderson and Jack Go- of the program with the rousing 
Tickets are on sale at the Ticket 
Office across from the Grill until 
Saturday afternoon, but they may 
also be purchased before the per-
f..,rmance .at the door. Students· 
may also pick up tickets from the 
Clef Club members. X. U. students 
will be admitted free, and general 
admission tickets are $1.50. 
must be kUling or hurting another yer should be in the Student Vol- "Men of Xavier." Thls will be Col-
people! Right? Else why are we What is the meaning of Viet- unteer Office Monday, March 31. lowed by the "long-hail" portion of 
over there? nam? Unable to make the meeting? the concert. The selections to be 
We do not want to allow this _ Wbat ls the meaning of civUiza- Leave your name and phone num- sung by the club in thls portion of Frank R. Niederman 
wl;lether they are killing the bpdy ,_tt_o..;n_th.;_a_t_w_e_m_u.st_k_il_l_t_o_sa_v_e_it_?.....;b;;.;e;;,r..;i;.;n..;th;;,e;;.;,SV.;..;;S...;om __ c_e_. ______ t_h_e_s_h_o_w_incl_u_d_e_B_ee_t_ho_v_e_n_'_s _"T_h_e ____ Pu_b_U_ci_ty_D_ir_e_ct_o_r_-_x_u_c_c_, 
or the soul of another people. 
And so we kill their bodies to 
prevent them from killing other 
bodies. 
Is this really the quintessence of 
the situation? Is this the meaning 
of our being other there? 
Some say or think that the per-
fection of civlllzation that we have 
reached is threatened - by the 
forces of Communism. 
And so, ours is a duty - not 
c:JAany-have moved~· 
but the 'Paulists 
. 8tay-On ... 
The Paulists arrived on the 
West Side of New York City 
in 1858. In 1895 they moved 
into San Francisco's China-
town and into the fringes of 
Chicago's Loop in 1904. 
They're still there. 
Times change. Neighborhoods 
change. Sometimes th~y go up. 
Sometimes they ·go down-
but through it all the Paulist 
stays. As- long as there arc 
people to be served the l'aulist 
will be there. 
·The Paulist may be in the 
same old place but he con-
stantly docs new things. That's 
one of the characteristics of 
the Paulist on.!cr: using their 
own individual talents in new 
ways to meet the needs of a 
fast-changing world in the col-
leges ... in communications ... 
in the ghettos. 
If you have given some thought 
to becoming a Priest, write for 
an illustrated brochure and a 
copy of our recent Renewal 
Chapter Guidelines. 
Write to: 
Vocation Director 
-GJ>aulist ~~.. ,ri!l Pat~Je"C) 
Room ;., · · ~ ;, ·• (. 
415 West 59th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
Go to your bookstore. Find the Scripta display. Fill in a Mystery 'lbur entry blank 
with a Scripto pen or pencil. If you win, you win the most magical, musical, electrical, mystery 
tour ever put together. 
Fly to London m july. Spend a week digging England. Then fly to Paris to join 
the bus that w1ll take you touring discotheques, beaches, boutiques, galleries and castles 
all over Europe. 
Collegf" students only. A bus load of people will win a coed tour of Europe, like it's never 
been toured before. 4 weeks in Europe's grooviest cities. Bistros by night. Beaches by day. 
Wined and dined by Scnpto. 
Join the Scripta Mystery Tour. Any Scripta writing instrument is your magic wand. 
s~ GROOVY PENS AND PENCILS 
.r 
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SPE(:IAL DISCOUNT TO XAVIER STUDENTS • 
• AND FACULTY 
COLUMBIA OLDS. 
Ohio's Largest Oldsmobile Dealer 
Serving The Xavier F_amily For Over--30 Years 
Ask Any Student, Faculty Member 
Or Member Of The Coaching Staff 
300 New Cars 
442's - CUTLASS's - ALL C.OLORS. 
ALL MODELS 
FIFTH AND SYCAMORE PHONE 421-8800 
-~... CINCINNATI'S ONLY DOWNTOWN DEALER ~·-· -
-
Ask any Muskie. They all buy or service at 
COLUMBIA OLDS OR JOSEPH CHEVROLET. 
JOSEPH CHEVROLET 
''THE PONDEROSA'' 
60. ACRES OF NEW AND USED CARS 
S·pecial 4 Speed and High P~rformance 
SS 396's-228's-YENKOS-CAMAROS 
Over 500 New and Used Cars·-over 35-New and Used Corvets 
-
• No Credit Problems For Any ··Xavier Students • 
CALL OR SEE MIKE WIRTH 
t DIRECTIONS• TAKE 1·75 TO COlERAIN EXIT, OUT COlERAIN If. MilE PAST GAllltAITH. from Western Hills From forest Park . · • Area, take North lend to Colerain. Turn left,l Take Winton Road' to Galbraith. Right an Gal. 3 minutao to Jooeph Chevrolat. brallh to Colerain. Tum right on Colerain. 
8733 Colerain 522-8000 8940 Colerain 522-4888 
~- ~ -- --- ----- --- --------- --- ~-------- ------ -~ ----------
Clip This Ad, It Is Good For $1 ,00.00 
I 
On The Purchase Of Any New Or Used Car 
~-------------------------------- .... ---- ..-. --------------
r 
